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Целью данной работы является анализ ситуации преподавания устного стандартного испанского языка. Во-первых, пересматриваются указания на произношение, присутствующие в официальных и неофициальных нормативных документах, а также в описательных публикациях. Во-вторых, представлена полезность применения этих знаний к преподаванию фонетики и к обучению и коррекции произношения как части устного выражения. В-третьих, представлены контексты, в которых необходимо хорошо владеть произношением, а также рассмотрены доступные материалы для достижения этой цели.
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The aim of this work is to analyse the teaching situation of Oral Standard Spanish. First, the indications on pronunciation present in the official and unofficial normative documents, as well as in the descriptive publications are revised. Secondly, it is presented the utility of applying this knowledge to the teaching of phonetics and to the teaching and correction of pronunciation as a part of the oral expression. In third place, the contexts in which it is necessary a good command of pronunciation are presented, and the available materials to achieve this goal are also examined.
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Phonological description of any language system is based on theory of differential signs. It’s worth noting that today there’s no universal theory of differential signs. Not structural nor generative linguistics propose unique classification of these. Mostly meaningful theories on which linguists of around the world stops, has been proposed by P. Jacobson, N. Homsky and F. Halle. Spanish linguists, in their effort of describing language phonological system, also depends on named theories, but uses only some of its characteristics. If we compare classifications of phonemes made by Spanish linguists, we’ll see that there’s no universal opinion about theory and origin of differential sign and question about hierarchy of differential signs is an object of constant discussions.

Representative of structural linguistics Alarcos Llorach defining phoneme follow its predecessors:

“el fonema es la unidad lingüística más pequeña, desprovista de significado, formada por un haz simultáneo de rasgos distintivos” – “Phoneme is minimal linguistic unit, has no sense and has been made by bunch of distinctive signs”. In other words, phoneme as it is has no sense, but set of distinctive signs permit us to differentiate each language phonemes. And which is minimal set of relevant signs for every of phonemes in phonological description of Spanish language consonant subsystem? Following opinion of N.S. Trubetskoy, founder of phonological opposition theory A. Llorach builds the Spanish language phonological opposition system, which, as in any other language, has its own specifics. Phonological oppositions serve not only for paradigm identification of phonemes, but also for defining inventory of allophones, opening functional productivity of each phoneme. In Spanish language opposition /r/rr is distinctive because it serves for differentiate sense in words: bara/barra, coro/corro, pera/perra and the opposition of occlusive /b/ and fricative /β/ is not distinctive because changing one of the phones not changing the sense of word, and pronouncing difference is conditioned only by its places in word: /sebo- beso/ - [seβo] – [βeso]. Thereby phones /r/rr is different phonemes, and phones [b] and [β] is variations or allophones of one and same phoneme. Phones [b] and [β] opposed to unvoiced /p/, voiced character of consonant /b/ defined by his articulation is phonologically relevant, permit to oppose itself to unvoiced /p/, as signs occlusive/fricative is not relevant and not differentiate these phones as two different phonemes.

Pic. 1. Variations of phoneme /b/ has different points of articulation
If we look on picture we’ll see that variations of phoneme /b/ has different points of articulation, depends on combinative position.

But in the same time regardless of articulation point of phoneme /p/, depends on her combinative position: starting –pan, intervocalic –sepa, consonant group –pt: apto, septiembre, last part of word –estop, phoneme /p/ opposed to phoneme /b/ by sonorousness in this situation characterized by absence of sonorousness and phoneme /b/ by presence of this sign. Phonological contrast between [p]/[b - b] allow us to define this two phonemes as phonological opposition. As we see, sign of sonorousness is differential for phonemes /b/ and /p/. Also with that among Spanish linguists there is no single opinion about distinguishing character of sonorousness. Till now discussions are in progress about nature of distinctive sign. And among the questions is one: in which terms can we define differential sign: from point of view of articulation, acoustic or perception?

On the plane of phonology in Spanish exist correlative set of unvoiced and occlusive consonants and voiced occlusive consonants: /p-t-k/ y /b-d-g/.

Many linguists unconditionally agrees about sign of sonorousness as differential in this correlative set, but also many leading linguists has doubts that articulation and acoustic correlates of sonorousness has real meaning for differentiation of this phonemes. To confirm what was said let’s analyze the research of certain linguists. Alarkos Llorach, admitting that consonants /p-t-k/ is in opposition to /b-d-g/, suppose that semantic meaning of sonorousness attribute only to proportionality of relations /p/ k /b/, /t/ k /d/ and /k/ k /g/, independently of phonetic realities, which distinguish this phonemes couples. William Cressey in his work “Spanish Phonology and Morphology” (1978) about phonological order of Spanish language has admit that sonorousness serves as distinguishing sign for certain consonants, but researching sonorousness with help of different methods, he make a conclusion that in absence of acoustic and articulation correlates of sonorousness percepints continue to distinguish /p/ from /b/, /t/ from /d/ and /k/ from /g/.

Martinez Celdran has the experiment where first 1000 Hz in record, which caused sonorousness, has been downed. Nevertheless listeners continue to distinguish both series of phonemes. That allow Martinez to make a conclusion that articulation tension and not the vibration of vocal cords is that phonetic sign, which allow listener to distinguish series of phonemes /p-t-k/ and /b-d-g/. In 1994 Soto Barba lead the experiment in course of which expression made by whisper has been recorded. As we know, in sounds producing by whisper does not participate vibration of vocal cords. Nevertheless listeners distinguish that series of phonemes. And that allow Barba to conclude: consonants relative duration is that acoustic sign, which appear as distinguisher in this two series.

Emilio Perez (1998) made an experiment in which using the method of analysis an synthesis in speech stream sink low frequencies curve in series /b-d-g/ and make low frequencies curve for series /p-t-k/, change meanings of absolute duration /p-t-k/ for /b-d-g/ and vice versa. And he present listeners with that synthetic expressions. In result he’s been reveal that presence or absence of low frequencies has no influence on this two series. Tendency (non constant) revealed to mixing phoneme with his opposition in hearing expressions, in which values of absolute duration has been changed. That allow Perez to conclude: an absolute duration also is distinguisher in this series of phonemes.

Summarize all that’s been said, we can make a conclusion:

From time of F. Saussure and N.S.Trubezkoy we know exactly that opposition between two phonemes allow us to distinguish phonemes of exact language, which itself is abstraction but owns
set of differential signs. Nevertheless until now question about theory of differential sign stay unclear. Answering that question possible only after thorough research of how sound in language functions and which legislations is define its interactions.
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